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Of late, the business news has battered the reputation of modern capitalism
as rational and efficient. As portrayed in the headlines, leaders of industry
appear driven by status anxiety and hormones and pride, as well as greed or
impressive proport iant;. rather than the pursuit of efficient production and
expanded market share. In "Corporate Malfeasance and the Myth of
Shareholder Value." Frank Dobbin and Dirk Zorn explore the sources of
lhis latest outbrzak of speculation and fraud. They locate the source in the
new power of husinrss professionals, specifically stock analysts. in cons~ructinga metric of value driven by the expected earnings (or losses) or
publ~clyheld companies. As executive compensation included ever-larger
quantit~esof stnck options, executives and stock analysts, along with innitutional investnrs, have become entwined in a system of incentives which
encourages the manipulation of these expectations, often at the expense of
sustaining a productive and profitable enterprise. Rather than being driven
by status anxiety, hormones or greed. financial misbehavior is both rational
and rewarding.
For Dobbin and Zorn. the basic causal narrative begins with new ideas, in
the domain of' Robert Reich's (199 1) "s?ymbolic ana lystu." Informed by agency theory, large institutional inveslurs supported a shift in the composition of
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executive compensation; the increased distribution of stock options was intended to align the interests of corporate management and shareholders.
Pressursd by both a turn from portfolio theories of the firm by professional
econom~stsand the distaste of stock analysts for diversified companies with
ambiguous identities (Zuckerman, 2000; Lounsbury & Rao, 2004), company
execut~ves abandoned strategies of growth through diversification and,
instead, entered into a symbiotic relationship with stock analysts. Analysts
produced statements of expecled revenues; company executives tweaked (and.
sometimes, invented or disappeared) revenues in order lo meet those expectations.
By locating the source of this financial behavior in a complex of jncenlives, Dobbin and Zorn provide a valuable corrective to arguments that
attribute financial misbehavior to either individual vice or the "had culture"
of the specific corporations as well as the times more generally. They remind
us that the social character of markets does not lie only in networks, but also
in the culiural templates that organize action (Rrippner, 2001j. The author:,
also provide reason Tor pessimism when it comes to reform. So Iong as the
incentives for analysts. manapenlent. and institutional investors are aligned
in this fashion. the returns t u massaging corporate revenues will persist. In
their telling, Amencall politics has l i ~ l l erecourse against the increasing share
of national income spproprin t ed by these business professionals.
In making a case for skepticjs~nwith respect to regulatory reform, therefore, Dobbin and Zorn are alsc, making a more general argument about the
changing nature of power, both political and economic:
[Tlhls new corporate s~rarsg>wds an ~ d whatched nor hy corporate executives. as was the
prevtouf strateglzs. and not hy shareholders, as mythology suggests, hut by
professional groups iri tirlancid markets Tho= groupr managed to change the behavior
of' lirms These weren't rclhhrr barons In c~gar-hllcdrooms. but MBAs and CPAs wnrking with~rl large ht~atlcial~ r ~ $ t i t i ~ t ~ The
o n r tdw that Lhe power elitc is comprised of
c,ip[t,il~shand sdpliltns of ~ntlustr).n o r r m s ant~quatcd- knowledge workers who
redchncd cr.lr@or,ltcc i h c i t ~ ~ cwvc r t arnong the b~ggeslbeneliaanes o f these changcs ( p 3).
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In advancing this c l a i n ~Dohhitj and Zorn borrow both an established imagery and a handy shortcut from pol! tical theory to economic sociology. 1n
emphasizing the role of business professionals, they invoke a cognitive or
expert-based understanding of power shared by theorists as diverse as Michel Foucault and Theda Skocpol with her call to "bring the state back in."
Yet whereas political sociologists have had to infer the interests o f slate
bureaucrats and professionals from their Tornla1 appointments, assuming
that they will profit from the increased size or influellce o f their agencies,
Dobbin and Zorn find a ready tool in the basic question: who benefits? The
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high salaries and extravaganl perks of business professionals consti lute
evidence of their power or causal ai_enificanct. Thus their pessimism with
respect to reform rests on a sense t hat this pattern c7t+ malfeasance is securely
locked-in by generous returns to the individuals tnvolved, making the current organization of financial markets more secure than the public bureaucracies whose modestly paid leadership proved vulnerable to the
campaigns of an ideologically driven movement to dismantle the state.
Read in this fashion, contemporary corporate malfeasance takes its place
in a long tradition, reaching back to seers and shamans, in which those w ~ t h
special powers or expertise extract wealth from the rest of society. The stock
analysts and business consultants are the latest groups t o invent a cure-all or
revitalizing tonic, or thenlogy that merits lavish rewards. Yet. as Dorothy and
her companions recognized in the Emerald City, sometimes one must look
behind the curtain i11 order to understand the different forms of power and
their relation to d~sttnctivesettings. For Dobbin and Zorn's account of the
power of business pcofcssionals to construct new definitions of value and gain
financial advantage. the challenge is lo understand the extent to which these
accomplishments represent either power over other actors in the system or a
necessary causal role in shifting economic development in a decisive manner.
Cons~derfirst the relationship between slnck analysts and corporate
management. Dobbin and Zorn initially bracket the question of how expectations of financial performance are themselves constructed. Stock analysts would seem to have the upper hand in as much as executives
"massaged profit reports to keep their companies otl analysts 'buy' lists"
(p. 1) or "put all of their energy into meeting the profit projections of
securities analysls" (p. 5). Here the claims generated bq analvsts are treated
as prior to the efforts of managers to meet those claims. Yet such an attribution of power must be qualified in Iiyht of the facr that arlalysts who
issued unfavorable reports were often punished by the loss of access to
company executives (Phillips & Zuckerman, 2001, pp. 39&3991. As Dobbin
and Zorn acknowledge, firms "began to issue earnings preannounwments.
to bring analysts' forecasts into line with their own forecasts" (p. 19). And.
of course, some firms and investors continued in their old-fashioned ways:
focusing on improving production. increasing market share, and even satisfying their workers and cuslorncrs.
But even if some firms and investors opted out of. or failed to gain
enlrance la. the conversation among analysts and managers, many were
caught up. .4rnong the dit't'rrcnt tylles of business professionals - stock
analysis, and corporate managers, and institutional investors it is difficult
to disentangle the dimensions of irlfluence and interdependence in order to
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come to clear conclusions about the distribution o f power. It's not cledr who
is garning whom. Yet, Dobbin and Zorn's broader point about the constructiorl of value holds. In contemporary economies, many of rile biggest
exchanges involve projected revenues, potential markets. and ~rujzctoricsof'
innovation. In an important sense, the most expensive items in the modern
economy are virtual. construrtions of value. Consequently, a case for the
proximate causality of business professionals IS compelling.
By focusing so tightly on business professicinals, however, Dobbin and
Zorn direct attention away from the conditions that make this kind of
constructionist or ideauonal power both possible and potent. The misdeeds
of corporate managers and stock analysts make a larger point about the
dimensions of political economy. The power that stems from the construction of financial themy is multiplied by - or conditional on - a broader
financialization of modern zconornies that cannot be attributed so directly
to business professionals as opposed to other elites endowed with other
kinds of power.
Although the stylized legacy of Marx conti~lucsto privilege relations of
prodnction or employment. studies of economies both past and present
remind us that multiple systems of relationships structure the circulation of
resources. Credit, partnership. marriage. and neighborhood ties mut linlly
constituted the structure of power in Renaissance Florence (Padpett. 2001'l;
lahor, credit, and commodity markets have co-constituted the class politics
of the United States (Wiley. 1967). Recognizing that workers may also be
owners of stock, particularly through the expanding domain of mutual
funds and contribution-driven retirement schemes, some analysts (Druc ker,
1976) championed "pension fund socialism," a theme echoed In the references to an "investor society" in the presidential campaign of 2004. Yet
socialism for whom? Employees have increasingly been sl~ifredfrom guaranteed traditional pensions to defined-benefit investment plans. with their
less predictable returns. as tlle basis f o r retirement. Ownership of equities,
even more than Income. i s concentrated at the top of the distribution of
wealth (Phillips 2002, pp. 106-147). Thus, the broader point is that class
politics in the United States are increasingly structured through relationships and standing within equity markets. The question 01' "who benefits'?"
directs attention tn the inveqtor class broadly, of whom Dobhin and Zorn's
business professionals are a part. hut certainly not the whole. To address the
question of power In contmnlpornry capitalist democracies, we wr~uldneed
to consider the olher elerr~zrltsof this inveslment class who acted to establ~sh
the conditions - new petision laws. new financial regulation - that made the
ideational work of business professionals so very consequential.
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Dobbin and Zorn's own language reveab sorrlr unease about the relationship between the business professionals in the foreground and the
broader politics of wealth.
It was happenstanoe ([he baby boirnl'l that pen<ton inve~rrnrnts grew by lcaps and
bounds and were increasingly put inlo the s t ~ u kmarkel, lelidj~ig~nstttutionalinvestors to
control the majority of stock in major rarporaiionq It wa< happrnstance ihai the high
technology boom would replace the conventional meiric of corporstc success, profits.
with the arms-lengih metric of mcctlng analysrs' pmLtjlofs p r j t c i s . Rul lhe new shareholder value model of the firm was also the result of professional strategizung by groups
that were empowered by these liistorical shifts, institutional investors in Lhr liru place
and securities analysts in the s ~ o n d(pp. 3 4 ) .

At stake here is whether we take "who benefits?" to be a deuisivr ~ n d i cator of power, either political or economic. Are we to understand
business professior~alsas masters of their own universe or as lacke?~swcllposi~ionedto sweep up the deluxe crumbs of a massive economy and a
polity surrendering the n~echanisrns that had compressed inequalities of
wealth for half a century? .4 counter-factual may he helpful. Assume that
the portfolio theory of the firm remained dominant among financial theorists. Assume that stock analysts cultivated a taste for complex firms with
ambiguous identities, a taste that would create a wider held for differentiation or distinction among anaIysts. Given the rapid increase in the size of
the equity markets, driven in part by the financialization a €personal savings
through mutual funds and defined-con t ri bu t ion retirement programs
(Shiller, 2000, pp. 17-43). would we expect to see an increase in corporate
malfeasance?
The answer lo this question matters for deciding what. it' any, are the
possible political responses to the current wave of corporate malfeasance.
Dobbin and Zorn locate business profess~onalsand their ideas at the center
of their argument. but then rightly wan1 that so long 3 s thrse ideas remain
manifested as a system of incentives, the temptations to bend or break the
rules wiIl continue to induce financial misbehavior. Thus, political reform
appears impotenl unless business professionals for some reason change thrir
minds and advance new theories of the firm. T i current patterns of corporate
malfeasanw are understood as Rawi ng from the broader finailcialization of
American lifr - and the power rehtions within the equity market - the
prospects for regulatory refi3rn1 of the investment industry remain bleak.
But this rcfi-amins does open up a different, if no less daunting, field for
political mohilizatiun and challet~geto the broader system of economic
relationships that structure the .4mzrican politics and society.
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